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Despite being one of the lesser known German pistols of World War Two, the Sauer 38H pistol was

and still is considered a revolutionary design for its time period. Produced by the legendary German

firearms manufacturer J.P. Sauer and Sohn, the Sauer 38H pistol was produced between 1938 and

1945 with a total production of approximately 250,000 pistols making it one of the more rare

German pistols of The War. This book is a useful reference for anyone wanting to learn more about

this unique pistol, its history and its use. In addition to dozens of high resolution and full color

photographs of Sauer 38H pistols, holsters and accessories, the book includes numerous German

wartime archival photos.
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Alexander Cohen is a U.S. Army veteran of Iraq and Afghanistan and military historian. His other

published works include: A Collector s Guide: Beretta 1934 / 1935 pistols and U.S. Army small Arms

of the Korean War. He is currently working on his first novel; a non-fiction account of the Korean

War.

This is a great book for the serious German World War Two firearms collector. It provides great

background information and detail on the Sauer 38H pistol. Not too many other books provide

information and great photos like this book. This book compliments Jim CateÃ¢Â€Â™s book on

Sauer pistols, which I also have, and it cost s a fraction of the price!



I'm a student of World War Two history and weapons technology, and the design and creation of the

Sauer 38H is one of the more fascinating stories. Alexander Cohen is an excellent writer and

researcher and does a great job following this story.This book is excellent and I highly recommend

it!

This is definitely a book for the experienced collector. Fascinating insight into the history and use of

the Sauer model 38h pistol. I particularly liked the historical photos. The author has done a very

thorough job here. We need more gun books like this.

Overall, a pretty good reference book for Sauer enthusiasts. Lots of historical data about pistol

production and usage. A good book to have if you collect and use these pistols.

This is a well-illustrated book! Lots of really nice historical wartime photos and pictures of Sauer

pistols and others used in the same era. A nice little book for my collection.

If you are into weapons and own a Sauer 38h or just want a great history of a fine German pistol this

is a great read.

Great resource and history of the 38H. Fairly short, but informative. With $9.99 all day long.

Great information.
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